
Street Yes No Comments

Brownlow Street

Brownlow Street We would very much like the gating to take place and in the past we have had to phone the council asking them to come and clear up the mess.  

Instances such as; we have found used needles in the alley, and over the wall and under the window of 31 Brownlow Street.  There is, quite 

often, excess rubbish lying around.  We had lead stolen from the roof of 31A Brownlow St.  The porthole window at the rear of 31A Brownlow St 

has had to be replaced as it had been cracked by some heavy object being thrown at it (a while back).  Paint has  been thrown at and into the 

gate and yard of 31A Brownlow St.  Tenants of 31A Brownlow St have often, over the years, been inconvenienced by people ringing their 

doorbell and then running away.  There has not infrequenty been evidence in the alley (which is the entrance to 31A & rear exit of 31 Brownlow 

Street) of urinating and on at least one occasion we've phoned the council due to the unpleasant smell. 

Brownlow Street Would it be possible to paint "Keep Clear" on the entrance to the lane leading to 29A&B Brownlow Street as this is often blocked by parked cars.

Brownlow Street

Brownlow Street

Brownlow Street

Brownlow Street Hopefully this will deter the following; fly tipping - rubbish and other items, drug use and needles, theft and crime by people accessing back of 

properties via the alleyway, grafitti on back gates, garage doors etc.  I personally had my house broken into by opportunists using the alleyway to 

access back of property.  Also intruders on my wall and in garden - witnessed by neighbours. 

Brownlow Street Burned out cars, needles, grafitti, drunks, flytipping ... This needs to stop! Please gate the alley.  Ps its a shame the full alley can't be gated as 

people often park in it and obstruct my bike.

Brownlow Street I have grafitti on my back gate and a few years ago I had a bike stolen so I would welcome restricted access.  I can sometimes hear the drinkers 

and they leave a mess.  Also people dump rubbish although some of this may be left by tenants in Eldon Street! Please alley gate it!

Brownlow Street About time! Levels of flytipping, parking and drug taking on the alley is out of control.

Brownlow Street

Neville Terrace

Neville Terrace On multiple occasions we have found used syringe needles in this passage.  We have had our back gate vandalised with spray paint around 4 

months ago.  Cars obstruct the entrances to this passage regularly making it difficult to get bikes out/in.

Neville Terrace

Neville Terrace Yes I fully agree to the proposed alleygating to the rear of the properties on the attached to include resident access only to Neville Terrace, 

Eldon Street and Brownlow Street.  It will hopefully secure our properties as well as stop the alleyways being used as a dumping ground, as well 

as bing utilised by tramps who have slept there overnight in the past.  I understand that some residents may oppose the idea as they may use 

the alleyways on a regular basis to use the garages, but presumably they will also see it as a plus to not only secure their cars, but also their 

garages.  I would very much like to see the scheme implemented give us piece of mind, along with other adjoining streets who already have the 

alleygates in situ. 

Neville Terrace

Neville Terrace

Eldon Street

Eldon Street As a resident of Eldon Street, I do require acces to the alleyway from time to time as I have windows which require cleaning.  Will I have access 

and how, to the alleyway. 

Eldon Street

Eldon Street I require 24 hour access to my garage, and think any notices attached to the gates should have wording to emphasise this requirement. 

21 replies from 60 letters - all in favour
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Access will be preserved

No parking' sign affixed to gates 

as standard


